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Monthelie 2008 - 88
(from very old vines situated in Les Hauts Brins that have approximately 20% pinot beurot interspersed with
the pinot vines). This is actually quite pretty aromatically with notes of both red and blue fruit cut with violet
and plum aromas that lead to clean, detailed and nicely pure middle weight flavors that are delicious and
balanced and while not particularly complex, this is attractive all the same. An unpretentious wine to enjoy
young. 2012+

Auxey-Duresses 2008 - 87
A relatively deeply pitched nose of earthy red currant and black berry fruit aromas gives way to reasonably
ripe, rich and nicely detailed medium-bodied flavors that possess somewhat firmer tannins on the mildly
rustic but persistent finish. This is good for what it is. 2013+

Meursault 2008 - 88
A reasonably ripe nose reflects notes of red currant, spice hints and warm earth that give way to nicely
detailed middle weight flavors that are supple, forward and almost easy, all wrapped in a generous,
enjoyable and markedly spicy finish. Like the two preceding wines, this is quite good for the modest
appellation. 2012+

Volnay Santenots 2008 - 88
A more complex nose that is solidly ripe, which is no small achievement given the hail, offers up lightly
spiced blue fruit and violet aromas that marry into supple and cool middle weight flavors that possess a
dusty mouth feel and a slightly edgy finish where you can sense that the underlying phenolics lack that last
little bit of ripeness. In sum , this is perfectly good but not especially distinguished compared to its usual
level. 2013+

Blagny La Pièce Sous Le Bois 2008 - 89
A very fresh and cool nose speaks of wild berries with just a hint of crushed leaf thrown in moves into
supple but precise flavors that possess a firm minerality as well as a fine sense of underlying tension on the
impressively long finish that displays just a hint of youthful asperity that should round out in time. Lovely.
2014+
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